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NEWS AND COMMENT
In this current number of The Journal, which begins the second volume
since the resignation of Dr. George H. Smith, the Editors wish to try to
express to Dr. Smith their deep feeling of gratitude for his years of faithful,
devoted service as Editor-in-Chief. In his honor this issue includes a four-
color reproduction* of the portrait painted by Deane Keller, and presented
to the University by a group of Dr. Smith's friends. The portrait now hangs
in the seminar room of Brady three.
It seems appropriate to include here a few lines of appreciation, as
expressed by Dr. Samuel C. Harvey at the time of the acceptance of
Dr. Smith's resignation, March 22, 1949.
"The close of this academic year will mark the completion of the
twenty-first volume of The Yale Journal of Biology and Medicine. Unfortu-
nately, it likewise entails the resignation of its editor, Professor George H.
Smith, the founder of it and to whom and him alone is due its remarkable
success as a medium of scientific communication and as an unofficial organ
of the School of Medicine of Yale University.
"Started by him in 1928 without material support from the University or
otherwise, as a personal venture he has managed to maintain it through
most difficult times on a sound financial basis, at the same time ensuring its
quality both in format and content. A measure of his accomplishment is the
fact that it rates today and has done so for many years as one of the indis-
pensable journals in any medical library of consequence, both at home and
abroad. Many articles of sufficient importance so that they are frequently
referred to in the medical literature have appeared in it, and it has served as
a medium but not exclusively so for the prompt and comprehensive publica-
tion of contributions from the School of Medicine. Over a wide area, it has
come to represent most favorably medicine at Yale-in many instances
where the School is otherwise unknown.
"During all this time, save in the war years, there has been associated
with Professor Smith in the editorial work of The Journal a board of stu-
dent editors who in this association have acquired from him a knowledge of
the preparation and editing of articles that has been of the greatest value to
them. Even more important has been the intimate personal association with
one who, by reason of his mature wisdom and sympathetic understanding,
has served to bring to them a high sense of values.
"For these reasons, if for no other, it is inconceivable that The Journal
should be allowed to lapse, and the burden of the continuance of it, up to
now resting solely upon Professor Smith, must be transferred to others for
no one person can replace him. It is hoped that his wisdom and moral
support will long be available to those who undertake this task."
*Copies suitable for framing may be obtained from the Managing Editor for
seventy-five cents each.